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New practice at the Thailand Immigration Bureau 
One Stop Service Center 

The Thailand Immigration Bureau’s One Stop Service Center (OSSC) 
has changed the practice on accepting documentation for the long-
term visa extension involving expatriates receiving all compensation 
offshore. In the past, expatriates could submit the Personal Income 
Tax Return for taxpayers filing in advance (P.N.D.93) however, as per 
the new practice this is no longer acceptable for the long term visa 
extension at OSSC. 

 

This will affect the local companies in Thailand that employ expatriates that receive their entire 
compensation from companies based in overseas countries.  In this regard, the companies in Thailand will 
have to change the payment method so that the expatriates would receive, or would be deemed to receive, 
their compensation in Thailand.  In effect, the companies in Thailand would then be able to include the 
expatriate in the monthly withholding tax return form (P.N.D.1) submitted to the Revenue Department and 
contribute the expatriate social security funds (Sor. Por. Sor. 1-10) to the Social Security Office. The 
monthly P.N.D.1 and Sor. Por. Sor. 1-10 will then represent the supporting documents for the expatriate 
long-term visa extension. 

 

 

BOI Notification - Additional Method for 
Submission of the Request to Exempt or 
Reduce Import Duties for Machinery and 
Raw and/or Essential Materials 

The Office of the Board of Investment (“BOI”) announced 
Notification No. Por. 8/2559 regarding Additional Method for 
Submission of the Request to Exempt or Reduce Import Duties 
for Machinery and Raw and/or Essential Materials through 
National Single Window System on 27 October 2016.  

 

 

 

 

The Notification has added a method for submission of the request to exempt or reduce import duties for 
imported machinery and/or raw and essential materials to be used in the BOI promoted business through the 
National Single Window system (“NSW”). The details of the Notification can be summarized as follows: 

• Submission of request through the NSW can be done by the promoted company or the company’s 
representative. The requested information must be in accordance with the list of requested information 
as specified by the BOI in the attachment to the Notification. The party making the request must sign 
the electronic signature in the request. After obtaining the number of the approval letter, the party 
making the request will be informed by the system of origin via the NSW system. 

• Submission of request can be done through either the current system or the NSW. If there are more 
than one method of submission being used by a party then the BOI will withdraw the request and 
suspend the service until clarification has been made and approval to resume the service has been 
received.    

The Notification became effective starting from 1 November 2016. 
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Additional Procedures in Utilizing the Rights and 
Benefits of Machinery via Electronic System of the 
Office of the Board of Investment 

On 6 October 2016, the Office of the Board of Investment (“BOI”) 
issued Announcement No. 7/2559 Re: Additional Procedures in 
Utilizing the Rights and Benefits of Machinery via the Electronic 
Machine Tracking (eMT online) (“Announcement”). The 
Announcement sets out additional procedures in order to utilize the 
rights and benefits of machinery via the eMT online which are as 
follows: 

 

1. Permission to extend the period for importation of machinery; 

2. Permission to allow the machinery to be used by other company; 

3. Permission for the machinery to be used for other purposes; 

4. Permission to donate the machinery; 

5. Permission to hire purchase or lease the machinery; 

6. Permission to mortgage the machinery; 

7. Permission to dispose the machinery; 

8. Permission to pay the machinery import duty; 

9. Permission to remove the machinery from the machinery list; and 

10. Permission to sell the machinery. 

Upon submitting the request for permission, the BOI will consider the request within 15 to 30 working days from 
the date of submitting the request. 

In addition, in the case of seeking permission to sell the main machinery, if the sale results in the maximum 
production capacity allowed in the BOI promoted activity to be less than 80% then the party making the request 
must arrange for a substitution of such main machinery to reach at least 80% of the maximum production 
capacity.  Information on the substitute machinery must be included as supporting documents to request for 
permission to sell the main machinery. 
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